MP As-Sa‘ati: Parliamentary Cooperation to strengthen the Monitoring and Legislative Role to combat Corruption

Manama, February 1st (BNA) – Bahrain Council of Representatives’ delegation met with Dr. Nasser Al Sane, Chair of the Global Organization of Parliamentarians Against Corruption (GOPAC) on the occasion of participating in the Fifth Global Conference held in Philippines Capital, Manila during the period from January 30 to February 2.

MP Ahmed As-Sa‘ati stated that the Council of Representatives seeks benefiting from the experiences at the International Parliamentary Organizations to support the monitoring and legislative role, as well as the cooperation to support and develop the reform project, the democratic march and the parliamentary action in Kingdom of Bahrain.

As-Sa‘ati highlighted that preserving public money, combating administrative and financial violations, and strengthening the monitoring role would eliminate corruption in any society, pointing out that Kingdom of Bahrain has prominent efforts in this regard through the clear parliamentary role, and the reports of National Audit Court.

For his part, Dr. Nasser Al-Sane expressed the Organization’s welcome to cooperate, transfer expertise and contribute to support the monitoring and legislative role with all the councils and parliaments, pointing out that fighting against corruption and maintaining public money is a civilized approach and a moral behaviour. He also highlighted that the teachings of Islam, and the Arab values urge a lot on that, stressing his support for the participation of the Bahraini parliamentary delegation in the works of the conference and the active membership.
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Related News

- Court of Cassation rejects an appeal from a convict indicted on charges of running a brothel
- Jusoor organizes a visit to Shaikh Salman bin Ahmed Al Fateh Fort
- Communications Minister receives Saudi Ambassador; praising solid bilateral brotherly cooperation relations
Will the Arabian Gulf confederation will boost the GCC process?

- Yes
- No
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